ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS

Camfil APC Handte Mist Separator
A USER-FRIENDLY, MODULAR, HIGHLY-EFFICIENT MIST COLLECTOR
The Handte EM Profi mist collector offers high collection efficiencies and the
ability to run 24/7 for reduced maintenance, service ease, and lower operating
costs. The unit can handle the heaviest loads encountered in the industry to
clean up contaminants generated during turning, milling, honing and other
low speed/low pressure machining processes that use synthetic coolants.
SELF-REGENERATING SEPARATION STAGES
Self-regeneration is achieved by using high-efficiency, stainless steel woven mesh
filters located at a slight angle within the units. This combination provides
optimum separation efficiency and drainage.

Optimum separation efficiency and drainage
from self-regenerating, diagonally inclined
demisters. Optional final HEPA safety filter
provides 99.97% efficiency at 0.3 μ.

FINAL FILTER
Final safety HEPA filters are 99.97% efficient on .3 micron and larger particles.
SIMPLE SETUP
Handte EM Profi units are modular for capacity/sizing and customizable with many
optional accessories.

AFFORDABLE OPTION FOR SMALLER MACHINE SHOPS
The EM-O Compact separator was specially developed for simple and flexible integration in machine tools. The unit can
be used for full lubrication applications with emulsion or oil and for selected minimum lubrication applications with air
volume from 800 m³/h- 1,200 m³/h.
Due to the small footprint and quiet operating noises, the EM-O Compact can be
easily integrated into your production.
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OPTIMIZED FILTER ELEMENTS WITH MINIMUM WEIGHT
FOR EASY MAINTENANCE
The lightweight filter elements can be replaced easily and without tools, and the
metal prefilter can be easily washed out and reused. Optimized filter media for
better drainage in operation.
MORE COMPACT DEVICE DESIGN WITH MAXIMUM FILTERING SURFACE
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Power Package EM-O Compact - big
advantages in a small package

 Best clean gas values: Separation efficiency greater than F9
 Long service life: up to one year
 Low energy consumption due to low pressure loss
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Pre-separation
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Pre-filter
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Primary Filter

AIR PERFORMANCE

800 m³/h - 1,200 m³/h
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HEPA Filter (optional)

CONNECTED LOAD

1.1 kW

DETAIL

DATA

FILTER CLASS
Speciﬁcations subject to
change without notice.
Consult your Praxair
representative when ordering.

COOLANT LUBRICANT HANDLING
NOISE LEVEL
WEIGHT

1- 800 -225 - 8247

Prepared for feedback
Less than 65 dB(A) - 70 dB(A)
From 97 kg (depending on configuration)

DIMENSIONS

E24

Greater than F9 with low clean gas values

See dimension table
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